
Convention Education Committee Conference Call 
May 16, 2017 
 
Participants: Morgan Weinberg, Cherita Gentilluci, Tim Lee, Robert Broyles, Traci Johnson, Jayne Spittler, 
Robert Scandary, Jessica Cooper, Kate Scheuer, Jamie Bloom, Wyatt Bradbury 
 
Absent: Michala Roan 
 
Call began at 7pm MT 
 

1. Gina is hoping to post the excel sheet schedule for Convention sometime this week. Are our 
session names descriptive enough or do we need to embellish?  

a. Convention First Timers- good 
b. Robert’s Rules- good- who is presenting? Wyatt will reach out to Sam Hansen to see if 

he will do the presentation 
c. Officials/Coaches Workshop- “Navigating the Coach/Official Relationship”- Morgan will 

send to Gina Mensay to update 
d. Athlete Committees: Engaging and Empowering LSC Athlete Leadership- good 

 
2. Need to start working on flyers- did we want to do digital flyers too with video? Workshop 

leaders come up with plan to promote their workshops. Let’s push workshops thru electronic 
media plan on social media.  

 
3. Happy2Help Reception Promotion- Kate will come up with something to promote the reception- 

purpose to bring people together that are already at Convention primarily first timers’, but open 
to everyone- cash bar 
 

4. Electronic Media Plan- Michala in charge of Facebook, Wyatt in charge of Twitter, Tim in charge 
of text alerts. Once sched is set-up need to decide if we want to do text alerts and for what.  

a. Text alerts set-up to go to athletes, coaches, officials and general updates 
b. What should go out in the months prior? Just generating interest and posting that the 

schedule is up- then when we get close get more specific with logistics 
c. Jayne will ask Gina to put a line about liking the Facebook page 
d. Tim is using Remind to set-up text alerts- people have to text to opt-in 
e. Set-up actual content calendar for plan 
f. Can we put anything in the check-in swimming bags? We can have Gina ask USAS and 

Laurie Benton for credentials table.  
 

5. First Timers’ Newsletter- did we want to add video to go out ahead of time?  
a. Did we want to edit presentation?  
b. Suggest to 1st timers take LSC Leadership Course- Jayne will send link so we can see 

what we want to take from it 
 

6. Sched- Jessica has taken most current schedule and has it in excel sheet ready to important- 
However, needs to fill in some fields before uploading 

a. Waiting for descriptions 
b. Speakers/Speaker Bios 
c. Rooms 
d. We can do Feedback Survey URL- should we do one survey where you fill in which 

session you attended or one for each session 
 



How to update Sched as changes are made- we will ask Gina to send to us as they are made; 
once uploaded Jessica will send out link to everyone for what it looks like 
 

7. Workshop Descriptions/Speaker Bios- 
a. Will divide and conquer to contact other committee chairs to get their information 

 
8. Effective presentations- how can we help people understand a better presentation method w/ 

PPT vs just a handout, etc.  
a. Cherita/Kate- put together a bullet point list with dos & donts to having an effective 

Convention workshop presentation/seminar 
 

9. Traci/Robert- Will work on a way to collect feedback from each workshop & find out from 
committee chairs what they want to know- will ask when we send request to chairs for 
workshop descriptions and speaker information 

 
10. Feedback- Jayne mentioned the big buttons at airports that you can select “great, good, etc” 

what should we use to gather general feedback?  
 

Meeting ended at 7:40pm MT  
 
 
 


